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Introduction
Kylie is not a pornstar. So why bother to sign-up for her solo slut website? Because Kylie is the kind of
housewife who knows her role in life. She shuts up and does exactly as she is told. Some scenes feature
a man cumming in her mouth or ass-fucking her, but the key to Cumslut Kylie is that her members are
in charge and when they tell her to do something on the site's message board or via email... Kylie knows
better than to make them ask a second time. Sign-up and use her... it really is all she wants from you.

Adult Review
There are many amateur solo sites on the market these days. Any couple with a camera can make one if they set their minds
to it... so what makes this one different? Cumslut Kylie is not afraid of filth... she considers herself to *be* filth!
  
  The entire site is designed around the simple fact that Kylie is the kind of female who can not feel like a real woman unless
men use her and degrade her. If you want to see Kylie cry, tell her that nobody will be shoving anything in her holes today.
All she wants is the attention that she earns by draining your balls daily.
  
  Cumslut Kylie has some high quality videos on it and they recently increased the max resolution to 1280x720 on the newer
updates. Some of the movies are too short (4-7 minutes) but when we told Kylie that she told us how sorry she is and
promised to fuck longer on film from now on.
  
  Best of all, members get a direct method of contacting Kylie and she gets off on fulfilling the requests of all the members
who write to her demanding she push herself to go wilder, deeper, wetter and messier.
  
  As a member, you'll get the feeling that Kylie waits around all day for you to show up, pump her out, leave a load in her and
then waits all night until you return to do it to her again when you feel like it. That kind of subservient whore servicing your
cock makes up for some of the technical shortcomings of the site.

Porn Summary
It may not be a perfect site, but watching the way she responds quickly to criticisms and requests from her members, Cumslut
Kylie is a site on the rise. Given some time and attention it should very quickly become a great place to rent a big-tit fantasy
whore on a monthly basis. She is truly obedient and that can't be faked.

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'High quality video from a real whore of a housewife'
Quality: 89  Updates: 81 Exclusive: 100 Interface: 82
Support: 85 Unique: 90    Taste: 84        Final: 86

Porn Sites Included
This is a solo site and is not part of any membership group.
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